
Why Worry?
(Pedagogical Afternoon talk notes - Mon 25 Jan 2010)

by Brady Caldwell 

These notes are written in a rough quick talking style to accompany the slides in my ”Why Worry?” talk. This talk is
about the latest History, Psychology and Science behind the many ”Scares” we have in The Media today (especially
in newspapers and on TV). The slide numbers 1-54 below match the  pages of  the Why Worry pdf. See also my
”Why Worry – References” - which includes web links and books so that you can apply the critical thinking skills
presented in this Why Worry talk. I hope you enjoy them. Good luck! - Brady  

(Slide 1) Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen. I hope you have now enjoyed some coffee, cake
and good conversation and are now ready for a bit of controversy or at least ready to hear some
exciting ideas.

As advertised, today I will be talking about the History, Psychology and Science behind today's
many Media Scares.

Have a look at the screen and imagine yourself in these two photos. Maybe not so hard to do. First
on the left, sitting on a wooden pier, looking out across the still lake waters over to the pine forests
on the other side, then up to the mountains and sky above.

Or ... imagine yourself sitting on this tropical beach, the sun warming your shoulders, the sound of
the waves lapping on the sand, as you look out across the azure blue sea, to the green island and on
to the bright blue horizon.

No worries. These people would have calm minds. We pay lots of money to get to these places.
Why? What sort of things stop our minds from being calm and relaxed about our world around us?

(Slide 2-3-4) In this talk  I will try to answer the question: Why Worry? Or more specifically: 
Why We Westerners Willingly Worry, I like W's ;-) ... and more to the point we will look at The
Science of Fear.

So what are these worries that I'm talking about? Well ... open up the UNT newspaper every
morning or look at SVT TV News every night and you will see these ....

(Slide 5-6) BSE, Global Warming, Wars, SARS, Drugs .... and the list goes on and on. When these
worries lead to a general sense of danger about the world out there or in the future then we get a
FEAR of the world around us. 

So, as with any Critical Thinking exercise, lets look at the basic facts about us humans in the world
today. 

(Slide 7) We are the Longest Living humans that have every existed on the face of the Earth, during
the last 150 000 years or 7000 generations. The average lifespan was only 25 years, for many tens
of thousands of centuries, until the last 200 years when this jumped up to 80 – 90 and even more
years.
This picture with grandparents being alive to see their grandchildren was very rare until less than
about 200 years ago. 

(Slide 8) We are the wealthiest humans to ever live. The global wealth per person has risen
exponentially over the last 100 years ... and even more so for Western countries in the last 50 years.
The standard of living globally: devloped, developing and least developed countries are all
increasing. And the gap between the rich and the poor is decreasing. 



(Slide 9) We are the healthiest humans to ever grace this planet. In our very early lives childhood
mortality has dropped around the world and in the West to very low levels. Diseases of childhood
like diptheria, polio etc., which our grandparents talked about in the early 1900s, have all but
disappeared today. 

Diseases of old age like heart disease have dropped dramatically in all western countries. Other
chronic diseases (except for diabetes), like cancer & cardio-vascular disease (CVD)  are also
dropping. Our old age is not only longer but much healthier too.

(Slide 10) And we are the safest peolple to ever walk on this planet. After WWI, with better global
statistics, we see that the global death rates due to natural catastrophies decreases dramaticlly. In the
US, as a proxy for other western countries, we see deaths due to floods, droughts etc. all decrease.
Global natural catastrophy death rates per year per million people is much much smaller than in
most of the 1900s.

And yet we seem to be increasingly afraid of our world. This is one of the great paradoxes of our
time. 

(Slide 11) Lets start by looking at the big picture, back in history, to see how our Earth has moulded
these bodies, brains and worries of ours.

(Slide 12) Our Earth over the last 4.5 billion years has been through 5 Ice Ages, covering about
10% of it's history. After each Ice Age we get a great a burst of complexity of life due to
competition for resources driving natural secection and hence evolution. The Ice Age we are still in
now produced us Ape-Humans too. Let's have a look at what sort of environment moulded our
bodies and brains.

(Slide 13) This is what we have been doing for about 2 ½ million years. We have been sitting in the
savannah of Africa, in groups of 20-30 ape-humans, hunting and gathering, finding mates and
having children. This 2 ½ million years is an immensly long period of time. 

This book is about 250 pages long. If each page is 10 000 years of ape-human history then for just
about all the pages in this book we have been sitting under those damned african savannah trees!
Only on the last page do we start growing crops, the last paragraph, living in cities and the last few
words in our modern industrial world. We are strangers in a strange land!

(Slide 14) You can see this too with human brain expansion, from the earliest ape-humans
expanding 4 times up to our present 1600cc brain size. Our brains are built up first with the old
reptilian brain, then the emotional limbic system and coving that the newer expanded neocortex. All
this increase happened BEFORE we became Homo sapiens. You can see this with the raw data too.
The blue Xs are our modern human brains and all the increase happened for a very different
environment than we live in today. We were born and moulded for the depths of our present Ice
Age.

(Slide 15) What have we even been doing in Europe before the present warm spike in our Ice Age?
Well ... we have been roaming around the frozen Steppe plains, hunting big wooly animals and
living in mammoth bone huts.

But whether on the savannah or the steppes, three things have always been constant: small groups,
hunting and gathering; finding a mate and having children. Now instead we have contact with
billions of people, go shopping, watch TV and use contraceptives. It's not very hard to think that
these enourmous sudden changes in our environment can spark problems for our stone age brains.



(Slide 16) What have we been doing since we were suddenly dumped into civilization? Well ...
amongst other things, we have been predictig the end of the world: Doom and Gloom! A sign of
early worrying. 

(Slide 17) This is not  just a recent phenomena. Even since the earlisest clay tablets were written
people have been writing about their worries of the coming end of the world. On this Assyrian clay
tablet from about 5 000 years ago we read: ”The world is coming to a swift end, corruption and
bribery are common”. Sounds familiar doesn't it.

Then there is the famous Bible precdiction that the world would end on Jesus' death. In 1000AD we
all know from history lessons that people all over Europe gave away all their possessions to the
church and didn't plant any crops. There were widespread famines that year. 

(Slide 18) When the Gutenberg printing presses got going around the 1500s we find a mass of
worries recorded. In London a prophet got 20 000 people to leave their homes and head for the hills
to escape the coming flood. This was not just a few worried friends but a large part of a huge
European city paniking. 

(Slide 19) Over in Germany we have a mathematician being sued for damages when his prediction
failed. Good idea! (Slide 20) John Napier the inventor of logarithims also failed, showing
intelligence is no immunity to worry. (Slide 21) World famous traveller Christopher Columbus also
predicted an end, showing that worldly knowledge too doesn't protect against catastropic worry.   

(Slide 22) Then we have another German prophet, this time sending his followers over into the
American wilderness to wait for the end of the world, until they got tired of waiting and came
home. (Slide 23) Next up is my hero, Isaac Newton, probably the greatist scientist the world, but he
has  been smarter than your usual predicter, doing it for 250 years in his future - 1948, well done
Isaac!

(Slide 24) Then we come to, who I call, the Al Gore of Victorian London, attracting thousands of
people to his lectures of the coming END. (Slide 25) And of course there are many religious groups,
such as the Jehovahs Witnesses, making repeated trys for the end of the world.

(Slide 26) 1910 with the return of Halley's Comet saw panic around the world. Astronomers had
just then found minute traces of cyanide in the comet's tail. People were selling Comet Pills to
protect you against the tail. Huge numbers of people around the world were terrified for example: In
Istanbul 100 000 people came out to the roof tops in their pyjamas wating for the end of the world.

(Slide 27) Then, when I was growing up, we had Bitish housewife psychic Jean Dixon meeting
Richard Nixon, maybe showing that Presidents can't protect you from needless worry either.  (Slide
28) And of couse the terrible Waco Massace in the 90s killing The Son of the Lamb David Koresh
and 80 of his followers, including many children.

(Slide 29) Coming into the 21st Century with the Y2K scare. Planes were meant to drop from the
sky and civilization stop when all computers times changed to 0 0 00. The US alone spent $300B,
but US schools, small businesses who couldn't afford to do anything, and whole countries like Italy,
South Korea, China and Russia, didn't notice anything. This is a great control experiment that we
can see happening now with Swine Flu... but more of that later ...

(Slide 30) This brings us finally up to today with the 2012 end of the world prediction. Read the
book and see the movie! ... coming out in November ... that's now! WOW! The trouble is that the
Sun is now the quietest it has been for the last 100 years, so it looks like another failure here. Last
year a few of my science students almost believed this, so expect more fun times in the run up to
2012!



(Slide 31) OK  ... so we have just looked at a bit of history of worrying, now ... what is really going
on in our brains, in our minds, that causes this worry. As we have seen, our brains are built up in
three levels. Buried deep in the reptilian part are two almond type organs called the amygdalae.
These can  respond  strongly to some types of outside information and can then produce strong
emotions like fear and love which can be deeply imprinted in our memory. And this is important for
survival and reproduction which of course is the most important things for all life as well as
humans. If these amagdala can be played with then the possibilities for worry seem endless. But ...
how does this work practically?

(Slide 32) Here we have Daniel Kanemann a psychologist who has never taken an economics lesson
in his life being awarded the 2002 Nobel Prize in Economics. Why? Well, from the 1960s he built
up a school of ”behavioural economics” that proved itself fantastically successful in experiments
but most importantly out in the hard world of marketing, advertising and big business. 

What Kahnemann and his school found out was that the human brain runs on two systems of
thought. System One is the unconscious and is emotional, quick, intutive and runs on deeply rooted
rules and biases. Also there is System Two which is slower, calculating, reasoning but needs to be
trained in basic maths, stats and logic. 

System One we'll call GUT, because it's like the quick gut feelings that we have when we just know
we are right. System Two we'll call HEAD, which is like the hard thinking when we use our head to
do maths. Kahnemann basically wrote the book on how first Gut decides then Head adjusts ... from
that decision. As Pascal once said....

(Slide 33) Right... one of the baisc rules that Gut uses is the Law of Similarity: If it looks like a lion,
it is a lion, Run! This rule has worked beautifully for millions of years and is still running srong in
us today. TV loves to use this rule on us.

(Slide 34) Next up is The Example Rule: An easily remembered example means it must be
common. Think of  seeing someone getting sick drinking from the nearby waterhole or accidentally
stepping on a log that is really a croc. Or even listening to one of the 30 other ape-humans telling of
this over a campfire. Once again this evolutionary love and need of personal stories is used well by
newspapers every day to spread fear to make a profit. 

(Slide 35) The Anchoring Rule is a favourite rule used extremely well by shops, advertising and
marketing  around the world. Soup going cheap! ... but now with the  number 12, means more cans
are sold. If you want to sell a fear or make money, just mix a number in with your words and our
brains are hooked.

(Slide 36) And then there are the biases: Cultural Bias - What we fear depends on which
country/culture we live in. The Frence hate GM foods and love nuclear power, with the US it is the
opposite. Confirmation Bias – once we believe something we naturally screen out any information
which contradicts our beliefs. Group Polarization – in a group of common believers we become
more certain we are right and more extreme in our beliefs. You see this at football matches all the
time. And if you notice this happening in a group you are in, it is really important to get in an
outsider to check up on your beliefs.

(Slide 37) Righty-o. We have seen a bit of the history of brain worry and the practical psychology
behind the worry. Now ... how do we find out what is worth worrying about and what is not? Well
let's look at some numbers.

(Slide 38) Risk, or how much we should worry, has a simple general equation: R = P x C, risk
equals probality times consequences, in death or dollars. And it's shown in the simple Risk Diagram



too.  In a high probality and a high consequence event, lots of deaths gives a high risk which we
would find in 1350s Europe during the Black Plague. Then, in Europe, 1 to 4 in every 5 people
died. BAD!

On the other hand the risk of getting injured by bird poo this year is low probability and low
consequence, so low risk. The job of the Media and others is to try to convince you that the latest
fear is up in the blue corner. Your job is to ask questions to see if the new fear is really down in the
white corner. What a fun game! The Media love it!  How can you win? Well ... lets find out.

(Slide 39) First, get the Media to give their risk probabilites in Natural Frequencies, like the brain
has been used to for millions of years, not in percentages like the Media love. From a 4 in 1 million
chance to a 5 in 1 million chance of death is a 25%  increase!  Sounds scary this way doesn't  it, but
it is really only an increase of 1 in 1 million, almost invisible!

(Slide 40) Then with your ”natural frequency” risk probabilty in hand, check it against your risk
consequences. If it is 1 in 10 000 or less then scrunch up your paper, turn off the TV and go down
to the beach instead. You Win! Great Eh! As you see being hit by lightning is in this range and even
the chance of being the blue dot is too small to worry about. Life is too short and the beach is
waiting!

(Slide 41) Righty-Oh. Lets check the theory against the real world, as any good scientist should do.
Asteroids, big chunks of space rock float around between Mars and Jupiter sometimes explode high
up in Earth's atmosphere, as this small 10m rock did, over Indonesia did last month. But bigger ones
could be a problem. What is the risk probability for a ”biggie”? Well, we have now found 9 out of
10 of  these biggies and the nearest one has only about a 1 in 1 million chance of hitting us, and is
getting small with each observation. So this makes sense, we don't always walk around with metal
umbrellas do we? So anything with a risk like this, below 1 in 1 million, even below 1 in 10 000,
we should ignore too. 

(Slide 42) OK ... Lets look at how the Media and others play the Risk Game. Children are the safest
of all of us humans … yet Child Abduction news stories swamp the press: chance is 1 in 100 000 or
compare: 3x more ... – Crime: murder news stories are always in the media yet - 1 in 10 000 or
compare: ... - Cancers: Cancer is mostly a disease of old age: 1 in 30 000 or compare: ....  and more
recently Terrorism is 1 in 1 000 000 or compare: 2700x more malaria deaths. Most people would
look at these figures, shake their head and say ”This is Crazy!”

Looking at the Global situation: Just a few tens of billions of dollars per year could save millions of
people from malnutrition, malaria, HIV/AIDs or ALL the Third world the basics of living in a
modern civilization. But what do large international organisations do instead. They have spent $80B
trying to find out how to stop the weather. And every year spend another  $180B  trying to stop
world temperature rising by 1/100 of a degree 100 years in the future. Amazing! ... you might say.
Modern Psychologists just shake their heads and say: Gut Gone Global! Or ... stone age brains
trying to decide over billions of people with Gut driving crazily and Head fast asleep in the back
seat.

(Slide 43) How can get Head to push Gut out of the drivers seat? Well .... lets look at an early scare
and see if we notice a pattern.  For about 20 years in the US ... not Europe, The SBI Scare raged.
Small studies seemed to link SBIs (silicon breast implants) with CTD (connective tissue disease),
like arthritis. The Media ran a huge amount of scare stories showing hundreds of cases, The FDA
banned SBIs, billions of dollars were lost, laywers made a fortune, companies collapsed, millions of
American women lived in fear of cancer for 20 years or went to Europe for their operations.
Eventually no real link was found and SDIs were allowed again. Head could have done a quick
calculation to show there was only a 1 in 100 000 risk,  just by pure blind unconnected chance, of
having both SBIs and a CTD. But Head never had a chance of being heard.



(Slide 44) So looking at this classic example of a modern ”Scare” what do we see. Well .. with
modern scares over the last 30 years that they all seem to follow the similar patterns. A number a
Pushers get the scare going, a few blockers start to resist but really have little chance and just have
to wait till it all blows over, to say once again ”We told you so”. And we a ”fortunate” to be near
the end of another big scare to test this this theory. OK lets go....

(Slide 45) The current Swine Flu Scare ... first what does Gut do. A) The US CDC (Center for
Disease Control) call a press conference in early April 2009 saying: look, we have just got new
technology and we can now see new flu viruses we couln't see before and hey ... we have found this
one called Swine Flu, aren't we Great! B) The Media takes this new info and speads huge scare
headlines around the world. The CDC hurried calls another press conference and tried to stop it, too
late! C) Politicians buy huge amounts of pills, for D) enourmous amounts of tax money, from the
the big drug companies. The WHO changes it's ”pandemic” definition to mean just: ”widely
spread”, unknown to most of the public. E) There is fear/panic/hysteria in the public around the
world. Well ... you might say...”Gut did good! ... thousands of lives were saved!”... well ... let's hear
what Head has to say first.

(Slide 46) Head says: The amount of flu death has dropped dramaticlly over the past 50 years, no
1918 Spanish Flu amounts of deaths likely. Anyway there are 200 flu like viruses, half
unresearched. The US flu deaths last year were milder than most seasons and the A/H1N1 virus was
probably around then too. Major  independent NON-government medical organisations say health
authorities are not following the evidence based science. They say that this is a flu scare run by drug
companies with lots of money, power and prestige involved. They say other things too and listen to
this and see if you notice any differences from what has been said by the media and health
authorities. (Read 1 -10 ...)

Now maybe these the large independent non-governmnetal CC and BMJ and many others like them
are wrong. Well lets check by looking at the numbers.... 

This is the 5th major virus Scare promoted by the WHO, remember Ebola, SARS, Bird Flu? All
were predicted to be just like the 1918 Spanish Flu, kiling 20-80 million people, however to total
numbers killed were just in the hundreds. Once again, with the Swine Flu, the WHO predicted
many millions dead. But the recent counts now are just in the thousands and the normal flu around
the world kills 500 000 each year! In th US 40 000 die each year of the normal flu, only 500 Swine
Flu deaths were last counted before the CDC  started guessing instead, but 100 000s were predicted
to die. 

And the same pattern follows in Australia, Sweden and many other western countries. This pattern
seems to be that the Swine Flu is about 100 times SAFER than the normal flu, but health authorities
have exaggerated the threat by 1000 times! These are the people that are entrusted with the health
care of their nation's people. And this has happened many times now!

Finally we are getting media reports through now, actually looking at the evidence based science,
with headlines like: ”A whole industry is waiting for a pandemic”, ”Does the Virus matter” and
even in Sweden ”... a gigantic overreaction”. The Swine Flu Scare seems to have followed the
classic Scare Pattern of scares over the last 30 years. There is now joking speculation that we have
had the Bird Flu Scare and The Pig Flu Scare so next year we are due for the Cat or Dog Flu
Scare ... watch out Fluffy and Rover!

(Slide 47) And now on to the final Scare example and my favourite: The Great Global Warming
Scare. Here the science, behind four TV4 weather people, as an example of the great contrast
between how differently Head and Gut can work in this Scare. 



First up, behind Per, we have the global temperatures decreasing for the last 10 years. However Per
is going around schools all over Sweden saying that increasing temperatures will lead to more
droughts in the future. Behind Madeline we have the sea rise chart showing a very mild increase of
30 cm per century, and even this has amost stopped now due to the recent cooling which means the
oceans don't expand as much. Madeline goes around the south coast of Sweden telling people how
they will soon be flooded under 2m of water.

Per-Erik is in front of the hurricane intensity chart showing the lowest readings since measurements
started 30 years ago. And he tells audiences that Sweden will be getting more storms and tornadoes
soon. And finally the lovely Tone stands below the latest chart of the area  of sea ice during summer
in the arctic, which shows increasing ice from 2007 to 2008 and still increasing to 2009. Tone last
month in October told 9 year old children in Lidköping that humans are bad and showed pictures of
dead polar bears saying we are killing them. Amazing! This is a beautiful example of how the TV4
weather people are ruled by confirmation bias and group polarization- preaching and uncritical.

I should say too that there has been a big scandle raging on the internet (The CRU Leak) about the
people who made the IPCC projections above Per. They are now being criminally investigated in
both US and British courts charged with fraud, the manipulation of data, misuse of millions of
dollars of tax money and purposeful obstruction Freedom of Information Act laws in both countries.
It looks like the Great Global Warming Scare is finally coming to an end, again following the
classic stages of all modern scares. 

(Slide 48) But just giving the facts about previous scares will not change GUT. Have a look at these
tables. Which one do you think is longer? We would still bet our lives on this. But if we put
numbers on it, measure the sides, then we see that both are the same! Our Stone Age brains take in
information … thwist it around ... and then spit out the wrong answer! We need to check up on our
brains to see that they are not making any of these mistakes listed at the bottom here.  

(Slide 49) OK ... can we make any conclusions after viewing the evidence from the History,
Psychology and Science behind Scares in the Media today? Do we need to protect out brains (like
in this cartoon), now that we have jumped into this new environment of our modern civilized
world?

(Slide 50) Well ... it seems we should, and the reason why we worry too much has 3 parts: Our
Brains, The Media and The Fear Makers. Our brains are made for the Stone Age and are driven by
rules and biases that get confused and make mistakes in our modern civilizations leading to
unnecessary worry. The Media understands this and makes scary news stories about people and
emotions to make a profit. The Fear Makers, such as Politicians, Coorporations, Activists and
NGOs, realise that pushing packages of fear (like threats of poverty, disease, death and injury) will
get them quicker to their goals of : votes, sales, support and memberships. Any of the 3 can start the
worry circle that leads to the big blips in the financial bubbles, the health scams and the
environmental scares we see today.

How do we get out of this Worry Circuit? Well we can use reason and numbers. When someone
trys to sell you something by pushing a packet of fear at you, then say: No thanks! ... and ask the
simple question: ”Is it true?” Does this person have a bad history, like flu scares and end of the
world predictions? Does this person think they are morally superior to you if you say no?

Also try out the basic scientific method and critical thinking looking at original data and if there is a
dirty test-tube involved, which is not so hard to do. Look at these pages from the  local UNT
newspaper. The weather page has masses of numbers, charts, diagrams, maps etc. that we
understand every day. Likewise the sports pages are filled with numbers that we analyse eagerly
each weekend and the financial pages are filled top to bottom with numbers that we bet our incomes



on regularly. Turn over to the science page and you get a fear filled headline with scary text often
written by a journalist with no science degree or a company selling a product written. And at the
bottom is a ”Fact Box” made by bureaucrats who have everything to gain by another scare. People
are not as dumb as we are treated. We need more science facts on our science pages so we can make
our own decisions.

(Slide 51) OK ... now I'm talking to Head, Gut you can go to sleep, just boring black and white
writing, no scarey colours and pictures here. Head: Wake Up! and pay attention, time to get back
into the drivers seat.  

What can we do? Well lets begin by turning down the volume, there are lots of prople and
organsation making money by selling us packages of fear. Next ... we should realise that our brains
are biased, built for the stone age world, not for huge cities, modern technology and billions of
poeple in a tribe. Realize how we can make mistakes. Finally if Head and Gut disagree, hold off
decisions, get more info and numbers, think again, and .... if still no match... then take a deep breath
... and go with Head. 

(Slide 52) Right ... ending now on a postive note: What will the 21st Century likely bring us? Not
predictions built on fear and emotion but on solid numbers and evidence. Here is Robert Fogel
again, our Nobel winning demograper from the beginning of this talk. His recent book gives these
answers which I have put up in a few simple graphs. First, we will have 80% disposable income by
2040. This is what the Fear Makers want to get their hands on, and it is up to us to say no to their
packages of fear and decide ourselves what we will do with our own money. We will only be
working an average of 3.8 hours with 75% leisure time in 2040. And finally children born in 2000
will live till an average 85 years but by 2070 to 2100 they will live on average to 100 years! (You
can see this by looking at how only 65 was thought to be the maximum average lifespan in 1920.)

(Slide 53) And what will we be doing with this extra wealth and time in the 21st Century? Well we
won't be spending this on more consumer products as the Media thinks and hopes. Large trends are
being observed by human demoraphers, like Robert Fogel, showing that westerners are now
generally saturated with consumer goods and are more often saying no, and yes more, to the simple
things in life. We will be using our extra wealth and time the way only royalty and nobility
hundreds of years ago could: to explore the meaning of being a human on this planet Earth ie.
finding a meaning in life.

Our excess earnings are going to go into more travel, keeping healthy, developing the arts,
education just for the sake of finding out more about the world, and of course more time for
enjoying family life and the company of our friends. Third World countries will also follow when
they have been allowed to reach our levels of consumer society.

(Slide 54) So ... I would like to finish up this talk with an 80 second video ( YouTube: Star Trek
Enterprise Intro - 1m19s ). It's the opening credits from a science fiction TV series showing the
history of human transportation. And I think that this video sums up nicely this talk, and about the
human race too, on our  voyage down the millenia on this our planet Earth, to where we are now,
about to take off into the future. Concentate on the words, sung by Rod Stewart, and when you hear:
”I”... think about ... we ... us humans ... and the journey we have been making down through time
and the road ahead... I hope you like it ... 
(play video - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPn-lTytfGo&feature=related )

Well .. thank you for staying with me all this time, and the final thing I want to say is this:
We shouldn't be hiding under tables and beds, afraid and worried, waiting for The Media or others
to tell us the next scare story, of catastrophy and disaster, coming our way soon. We should get up,
stand up straight, look the world and history right in the eye and smile, we have much to be proud
of. Yes we have made some mistakes, but in the last 200 years we have certainly achieved



wonderful things and we will achieve wonderous things in the future. But let's not rest on our
achievements either, let's look up too, up to the sky, let's reach for the stars, and who knows, maybe
we'll just catch them. Thank you.     

                                                   -------------------------------------------


